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Ramp compression along a low-temperature adiabat offers a unique avenue to explore the physical properties9

of materials at the highest densities of their solid form, a region inaccessible by single shock compression. Using10

the NIF and OMEGA laser facilities, copper samples were ramp-compressed to peak pressures of 2.30 TPa and11

densities of nearly 30 g/cc, providing fundamental information regarding the compressibility and phase of cop-12

per at pressures more than five times greater than previously explored. Through x-ray diffraction measurements,13

we found that the ambient face centered cubic structure is preserved up to 1.15 TPa. The ramp compression14

equation of state measurements show that there are no discontinuities in sound velocities up to 2.30 TPa, sug-15

gesting this phase is likely stable up to the peak pressures measured, as predicted by first principal calculations.16

The high precision of these quasi-absolute measurements enable us to provide essential benchmarks for ad-17

vanced computational studies on the behavior of dense mono atomic materials under extreme conditions that18

constitute stringent test for solid state quantum theory. We find that both density-functional-theory and stabi-19

lized jellium model, which assumes that the ionic structure can be replaced by an ionic charge distribution by20

constant positive charge background, reproduces our data well. Further, our data could serve to establish new21

international secondary scales of pressure in the terapascal range that is becoming experimentally accessible22

with advanced static and dynamic compression techniques.23

With the advent of high-energy-density facilities1–3, the24

field of high-energy-density physics has seen rapid growth of25

experimental techniques able to access regions of the phase26

space previously inaccessible. Large scale laser facilities1,3
27

and pulsed power machines2, have demonstrated the ability28

to quasi-isentropically compress materials to extreme condi-29

tions ( > 0.5 TPa). These facilities now routinely measure the30

off-Hugoniot equation of state (EOS) of materials to preci-31

sions that was previously only achievable along the principal32

Hugoniot.4–7 These advancements in ramp compression and33

x-ray diffraction experiments now enable the benchmarking34

and testing of theoretical predictions at pressure-temperature35

conditions found within Jovian cores.6 To understand the na-36

ture of solids at extreme compression, it is first best to exam-37

ine materials that are predicted to have no phase transition and38

simple band structure.39

Copper, as well as gold and silver, are deemed noble met-40

als, defined as materials that have a single valence electron41

and nearly spherical Fermi surface. The Fermi surface for42

the noble metals have a single branch that can adequately be43

treated as one-band metals in the calculation of their thermo-44

dynamic properties. In these materials, a smooth variation of45

the density as a function of pressure over large compression is46

predicted. Studying the isentropic pressure-density response47

of a simple noble metal compressed to 3-fold compression is48

an excellent test of first principal calculations and the equation49

of state model.50

Historically, EOS tables have been based upon shock Hugo-51

niot data and isothermal data from diamond anvil cell (DAC)52

experiments. Density functional theory (DFT) then provides53

constraints on how the empirically constrained models should54

extrapolate beyond the generally limited compression range of55

current techniques (∼0.6 TPa for dynamic compression and56

∼0.2 TPa for DAC). To date, accurate high-pressure (>0.557

TPa) experimental constraints of the cold curve have been58

limited. Ramp compression techniques, offer a unique av-59

enue to test DFT calculations and benchmark EOS tables at60

unprecedented pressure conditions. We determine pressure,61

density and sound-speed along a continuous adiabtic com-62

pression path to 2.30 TPa. Using x-ray diffraction techniques63

we examine the crystal structure to 1.15 TPa in order to test64

first-principal structural predictions.65

Ramp compression experiments to determine the isentropic66

response were conducted at the National Ignition Facility67

(NIF) located at the Lawrence Livermore National Labora-68

tory. NIF can deliver up to 2 MJ of laser energy over 3069

nanoseconds and provide the necessary laser power and con-70

trol to ramp-compress materials to >1 TPa pressures6,7. The71

target design to ramp-compress Cu to 2.30 TPa consists of72

a stepped sample with four thicknesses, 91/101/111/121–µm73

(Fig. 1 inset). The energy from 176 laser beams was con-74

verted by a hohlraum into an x-ray drive which, through di-75

rect ablation, imparted an initial steady shock followed by a76

monotonically increasing ramp pressure wave into the sample.77

By measuring how the wave profiles steepen as a function of78

thickness, the sound speed, and hence the stress-density re-79

sponse of the material is determined.4–7
80

A Doppler velocity interferometer known as a VISAR (Ve-81

locity Interferometer System for Any Reflector8) was used82

to measure the time history of the Cu free-surface velocity,83

ufs(t), for each of the four Cu thicknesses (Fig. 1). The84

VISAR system images across the Cu steps in one-dimension85

with ∼30-µm spatial resolution, and provides continuous ve-86

locity versus time data over a 1-mm field of view. Two VISAR87

channels with different velocity sensitivities were used simul-88

taneously to resolve any velocity ambiguities which could89
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FIG. 1. The measured free-surface velocity as a function of time,
ufs(t), determined from VISAR8. The extracted ufs(t) profiles are
shown for Cu thicknesses of 91.44-µm (black), 101.43-µm (blue),
111.43-µm (green) and 121.43-µm (red). Arrows on individual step
profiles indicate the arrival of a reverberation wave which results in
a secondary acceleration and analysis termination. (Inset) The target
design is shown. A multi-stepped copper physics package is mounted
on the equator of 11 mm by 6 mm hohlraum.

arise if the rate of target velocity change exceeded the time90

response of the system. A total of six ramp compression ex-91

periments were performed with an initial shock states ranging92

from 10 to 73 GPa.93

For each shot, a non-iterative Lagrangian analysis19–22 to94

determine in-situ particle velocities was used to translate95

ufs(t) data (from all four Cu thicknesses) into Lagrangian96

sound speed (CL(up), where up is the particle velocity). The97

initial shock state is modeled using the experimentally mea-98

sured Hugoniot with linear extrapolation of the CL(up) re-99

sponse to zero pressure to properly model the subsequent cen-100

tered rarefaction. The CL(up) data for six shots is shown in101

Fig. 2A. CL(up) and its uncertainty σCL
(up) are obtained102

from thickness and velocity versus time data by linear re-103

gression using errors determined by our measurement accu-104

racies. CL(up) and σCL
(up) are integrated to obtain, Px =105

PH+ρ0
∫ up

up,H
CLdup, and, ρ =

(
1
ρH
− 1

ρ0

∫ up

up,H

dup

CL

)−1

, and106

their uncertainties σ2
Px

= σ2
Px,H

+
(
ρ0
∫ up

up,H
σCLdup

)2
, and,107

σ2
ρ =

(ρ2H
ρ20
δρH

)2
+
(
ρ2

ρ0

∫ up

uH

σCL

CL
2 dup

)2
. Here PH, ρH and up,H108

are the pressure, density and particle velocity, respectively,109

associated with the initial shock Hugoniot state. Uncertain-110

ties are propagated though the integrals linearly, rather than111

in quadrature because they appear to be strongly correlated112

rather than random. This method of uncertainty propagation113

allows the direct propagation of experimental uncertainties. A114

total of six NIF experiments are shown in Fig. 2A with dif-115

ferent color bands and the average of all six experiments is116

shown in blue.117

In these experiments, we measure the longitudinal stress118

σx. Under uniaxial strain conditions, the longitudinal stress119

can be separated into a hydrostatic component (Phyd) and a120
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FIG. 2. (a) Lagrangian sound velocity CL versus particle veloc-
ity, up, was calculated from ufs versus sample thickness data (Fig.
1). Six experiments, each with two independent velocity measure-
ments, yielded CL(up) data and their average (bold blue curve) are
shown.(b) Experimentally determined pressure-density data along an
isentrope to 2.30 TPa is shown as the bold blue curve with dashed
blue lines representing 1-sigma bounding uncertainties. We also
show a previous low pressure measurement of Cu isentrope (red
dashed line)5, a range of calculated cold curves9–17 and extrapo-
lations from low pressure 300 K static compression data (white
circles)18. Our X-ray diffraction points along a ramp compressed
path are shown as light blue symbols. (Inset) We illustrate the percent
correction applied to reduce the measured stress-density response to
a hydrostatic pressure-density isentrope.

stress deviator term. Assuming the von Mises criterion, the121

longitudinal stress is defined as σx = Phyd + 2
3Y, where122

Y is the yield strength. For solid materials with strength,123

the stress deviators cause plastic work heating, a source of124

thermal pressure. The thermal pressure difference between125

the hydrostat and the isentrope due to plastic work heating126

is defined as Phyd − Pisen = γρ
∫ εx
0
βdWP, where γ is the127

Grüneisen parameter, εx is the natural strain log ρ
ρo

, β is the128

Taylor-Quinney factor taken to be 0.9 for copper5, and Wp is129

the plastic work heating. The pressure along the isentrope is130

now defined as Pisen = σx − 2
3Y − γρ

∫
βdWp.131

To achieve high-pressure states in these experiments, it was132

necessary to first shock compress the copper sample. To re-133

duce the longitudinal stress measurements to the principal134

isentrope, it is also necessary to account for the initial shock135

state. We utilize the Grüneisen parameter to relate pressure136
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states between the Hugoniot and isentrope: PHug − Pisen =137

γρHug(EHug−EIsen). To reduce our measurements (σx) to the138

principal isentrope, we solve Pisen = σx− 2
3Y−γρ

∫
βdWp−139

γρHug(EHug −EIsen). To perform this correction, we require140

a model for the high-pressure Grüneisen parameter (γ(ρ)),141

the differential amount of plastic work heating (dWp) and the142

yield strength.143

For the Grüneisen parameter, we utilize the Al’tshuler form144

from Kraus et al.5 for compressions (ρ0/ρ) between 1 and145

0.64. Below a compression of 0.64, the Mie-Grüneisen re-146

lation between the Hugoniot and isentrope is used to deter-147

mine the Grüneisen parameter as a function of density. As148

in Kraus et al.,5 this is done iteratively, as the calculation149

requires pressure and internal energy along the isentrope.150

The differential plastic work heating is defined23 dWP =151
1
ρ0

2
3Y [dεx − dY/2G(ρ)] , where G(ρ) is the shear modulus.152

We utilized a scaled Steinberg-Guinan strength model to de-153

termineG(ρ) and the resulting yield strength. The application154

of systematic corrections as a function of pressure to our ex-155

perimentally determined Px-ρ path are shown in the inset to156

Fig. 2B and constitute ∼-3% pressure offset at 2.30 TPa and157

each term account for approximately one third of the total un-158

certainty at peak pressure. Following these corrections, we159

provide a third order Vinet fit to our reduced isentrope and160

300 K isotherm in Table I.161

Compression rates and time-dependent material response162

can modify the determined isentrope. It has long been pos-163

tulated that laser-driven compression rates, when compared164

to slower compression rates of gas-guns and pulsed power165

machines, would modify the material response and produce166

systematically stiffer material response. We find that our re-167

sults and those determined at 20x slower compression rates5
168

are in excellent agreement over the full range of measure-169

ments (up to 0.45 TPa in the previous work5.) This agree-170

ment over such a wide range of compression rates is consis-171

tent with predictions from the Preston-Tonks-Wallace (PTW)172

strength model24 for Cu which suggests that the strain-rate de-173

pendence of the strength of copper is sufficiently small that174

no observable difference in response would be observed at175

these rates. Our work further validates the accuracy of laser-176

driven ramp-compression experiments, and supports the view177

that experimental platform discrepancies, which measure the178

material response on different timescale, are indicative of a179

rate-dependent response.180

We performed DFT simulations to examine the electron181

density distribution for Cu at 300 K to a maximum density182

of 27.3 g/cc and show the calculated pressure-density curve183

(yellow line) in Fig. 2B. These simulations reproduce well184

the pressure-induced progressive stiffening of Cu. The spread185

in the DFT models reported on Fig. 2B illustrates the finite186

range over which the calculations were performed and should187

serve as a cautionary reminder that extrapolating EOS mod-188

els outside of the range where the underlying experiments or189

simulations have been carried out can be misleading.190

Previous theoretical work on copper examined the crystal191

structure stability and the static lattice energy to up to 0.56192

TPa13 and 10 TPa16 along the room temperature isotherm. In193

those works, it was found that the fcc structure is most en-194

TABLE I. Best fit parameters for the third order Vinet fit to the cal-
culated principal isentrope, and 298 K isotherm starting at an initial
density of 8.939 g/cm3.

Path Ko(GPa) η β ψ
Principal Isen. 138.9±0.8 6.05±0.8 2.53±0.4 1.34±0.6

Isen. Upper 123.3±1.5 8.55±0.2 -11.36±0.8 26.83±1.2
Isen. Lower 156.5±0.7 3.48±0.1 17.14±0.3 -25.85±0.4

298K Isotherm 133.6±0.8 6.29±0.8 2.06±0.4 1.65±0.6
Isotherm Upper 118.7±1.5 8.77±0.2 -11.78±0.8 27.05±1.2
Isotherm Lower 151.4±0.7 3.63±0.6 17.08±0.3 -26.16±0.5

ergetically favorable at all pressures. To test the structure195

predictions of first principal models, we carried out a series196

of quasi-isentropic compression experiments coupled with x-197

ray diffraction to probe the crystal structure of copper. We198

combined laser driven ramp-compression and nanosecond x-199

ray diffraction at the OMEGA laser facility1 to determine the200

crystal structure and density of Cu up to ∼1.15 TPa.201

As shown in Fig. 3A, the target design consists of a single202

crystal diamond ablator, a Au preheat shield, a polycrystalline203

Cu foil and a diamond window. The target assembly is ramp204

compressed by seven beams of the Omega laser to peak pres-205

sures of 570→1150 GPa, where laser pulse shaping allows206

this pressure to be sustained for∼1 ns. During the experiment,207

we ramp compress the diamond ablator and the diamond win-208

dow. The Cu sample, placed between the two diamond layers,209

reverberates and follows a quasi-isentropic compression path.210

During this pressure hold period, the sample is probed by211

quasi-monochromatic Ge He-α (10.25 keV) or Cu He-α (8.37212

keV) x-rays as shown in Fig. 3B. The x-rays scatter from in-213

teratomic Cu lattice planes with spacings, d, constructively in-214

terfere when the Bragg condition (nλ = 2d sin(θ)) is met and215

produce a diffraction pattern recorded on x-ray sensitive im-216

age plates. By measuring multiple d-spacing diffraction lines217

(see Fig. 3C), we discriminate between different theoretically218

proposed Cu structures. A more thorough description of the219

experimental technique can be found elsewhere.25,26
220

The results from four x-ray diffraction experiments are221

shown in Fig. 4 as the cyan circles (see Supplementary Mate-222

rials for tabulated values). Low pressure static measurements223

are shown as the white circle and squares. The four most en-224

ergetically favorable high-pressure phases predicted from first225

principals (FCC, HCP, 9R and BCC) are shown. In this work,226

we observed three diffraction peaks that are consistent with227

the proposed face-centered-cubic (fcc) (111), (200) and (220).228

This work shows that the ambient fcc is stable to pressures up229

to 1.15 TPa.230

Once the crystallographic structure is known, we are able231

to determine the density state of the Cu from the measured232

d spacing. Throughout the experiment, a velocity interfer-233

ometer diagnostic (VISAR) records the wave profiles that are234

transmitted through the target assembly (see Fig. 3B). Using235

a wave profile analysis, we determine the pressure state of the236

sample during the x-ray probe period. The determined P -ρ237

points for from our x-ray diffraction experiments are shown238

in Fig. 2 as the cyan circle. We find that our pressure-density239

states from XRD are in good agreement with the isentrope240

determine from the ramp compression technique. To date,241
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there has been no direct comparison of the resultant high-242

pressure P -ρ states determined using the isentropic compres-243

sion wave reverberation technique25,26 with an isentrope deter-244

mined from wave profile analysis.4–7 The agreement between245

the independent experimental results presented here, confirms246

that the diamond layered wave reverberation technique com-247

monly utilized at laser driven facilities25 does well to approx-248

imate an isentropic loading path.249

Our DFT-MD simulations also show that the charge distri-250

bution of the Cu 3d and 4s electrons can be very well approx-251

imated by a spherical distribution around the Cu ions. This252

analysis provides an intuitive microscopic interpretation that253

at high density (above∼ 15 g/cc) the atom-in-jellium calcula-254

tions should capture the compressibility of Cu just as well as255

the more computationally-expensive quantum simulations us-256

ing DFT-MD. Atom-in-jellium models have a long history in257

the construction of EOS models over a wider range of density258

and temperature states, but the cold curves generated using259

this model have not be benchmarked at high-pressure (> 0.5260

TPa).16,27–29 Throughout the high-pressure regime, the model261

approach is to approximate the states of the copper as a cop-262

per ion in a neutral cell embed in a uniform electron gas of263

the correct density. Atom-in-jellium calculations were used264

to construct a tabular EOS for Cu following the method used265

previously for several other elements.30,31 Using this model,266

the total electronic free energy was calculated, including the267
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cold compression curve, the Debye temperature and the mean268

amplitude of thermal vibrations.28
269

At peak compression, we find that our atom-in-jellium cal-270

culations as well as the linear combinations of Gaussian type271

orbitals fitting function (LCGTO-FF) method16 (the stabilized272

jellium model) reproduces our data well (brown and green273

lines of Fig. 2). These jellium models require few inputs,274

and assume that the ionic structure can be replaced by an275

ionic charge distribution with a constant positive-charge back-276

ground. Further, the only input parameters are the average277

density of valence electrons and an exchange correlation cor-278

rection. This method is well suited at high compressions279

(ρo/ρ < 0.7) for simple metals as it does not spatially parti-280

tion between the muffin-tin and interstitial regions and it does281

not require electronic partitioning between the core and band282

states. The agreement with our experimental measurements283

indicate that copper at 2.30 TPa remains an “ideal metal” (the284

valence electrons can be prescribed as an electron gas).32
285

As a close-packed metal, atom-in-jellium calculations286

of Cu are expected to be relatively accurate.33 However,287

the one-dimensional spherically-symmetric treatment of the288

charge distribution is expected to be less accurate than three-289

dimensional methods (such as plane wave DFT). In compar-290

isons with other elements, atom-in-jellium calculations have291

generally been found to be much less accurate than 3D DFT292

at pressures below ∼0.5-1.0 TPa. Where atom-in-jellium cal-293

culations are observed to be satisfactory, this seems not to be294

because they are more accurate in absolute terms so much295

that the inaccuracy becomes proportionately less with respect296

to the density. At high compressions and temperatures, the297

advantages of the atom-in-jellium method also become more298
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pronounced: calculations are much faster than 3D methods,299

while also treating all the electrons explicitly (avoiding the300

limitations of pseudopotential DFT).301

The spherically-symmetric atom-in-jellium representation302

used for the electron wavefunctions is obviously not capable303

of representing states in condensed matter accurately enough304

to capture differences between solid phases, and have been305

found to be much less accurate than multi-atom calculations306

around ambient conditions.30 One interpretation of their rel-307

ative accuracy at terapascal pressures is that the inaccuracy308

around ambient, considered as a pressure and energy discrep-309

ancy, is simply proportionally smaller at high pressures. How-310

ever, recent studies of warm, dense matter have found that the311

electrons experience an effective screened Yukawa potential31
312

and thus the atom-in-jellium representation may be relatively313

accurate as opposed to merely less inaccurate. Our measure-314

ments on Cu to 2.3 TPa experimentally support this view.315

In conclusion, we used ramp-compression techniques to ex-316

amine the material response and crystal structure of copper to317

unprecedented conditions. We measured the isentrope to 2.30318

TPa and combined ramp-compression with nanosecond x-ray319

diffraction techniques to probe the crystalline structure. We320

find that the fcc phase is most stable across this pressure range321

as predicted and that the simplified stabilized jellium model322

reproduces these results well. The simple response of cop-323

per under dynamic compression and the ability to accurately324

model the Hugoniot and isentrope using first principals calcu-325

lations suggest that copper is an excellent pressure standard326

candidate over a wide region of phase space.327
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